MLA DOCUMENTATION STYLE

MLA Documentation Style is a method for listing the sources you use so your readers can identify and find those sources. It is commonly used in the humanities, including art, English, and philosophy. Use the examples below as templates to create citations to your sources.

CITING SOURCES IN THE BODY OF YOUR PAPER
Cite works within your paper with parenthetical author-page number references (Foster 290). These references will correspond to sources listed alphabetically by author at the end of your paper in a Works Cited page. Sources without an author are listed by their title instead.

CITING BOOKS  [PAGES 148-181*]
Author. Title. Place of Publication: Publisher, Date of Publication. Publication medium.

CITING ARTICLES FROM PRINT JOURNALS  [PAGE 137*]

CITING ARTICLES FROM PRINT NEWSPAPERS  [PAGE 141*]
Author. “Title of Article.” Title of Newspaper Date of Article, edition: Page numbers. Publication medium.

CITING ARTICLES FROM ELECTRONIC DATABASES  [PAGES 192-3*]
• America: History & Life

• JSTOR

• Humanities International Complete

MLA DOCUMENTATION STYLE

CITING WEB SITES  [PAGES 181-93*]
MLA style is flexible, and sometimes you must improvise to record features not anticipated by the rules. Be consistent in your work. You should consider downloading or printing the material you use during your research, so you can verify it if it is inaccessible later.

1. Name of the author, compiler, director, editor, narrator, performer, or translator of the work.
2. Title of the work (italicized if the work is independent; in roman type and quotation marks if the work is part of a larger work); untitled works may be identified by a genre label (e.g., Home page, Introduction).
3. Title of the overall Web site (italicized), if distinct from item 2.
4. Version or edition used.
5. Publisher or sponsor of the site; if not available, use N.p.
6. Date of publication (day, month, and year, as available); if nothing is available, use n.d.
7. If appropriate, inclusive page numbers; use n. pag. if page numbers are not available.
8. Medium of publication (Web).
9. Date of access (day, month, and year).
10. Include a URL as supplementary information only when the reader probably cannot locate the source without it or when your instructor requires it. If you include a URL, give it immediately following the date of access and enclose it in angle brackets < >. If a URL must be divided between two lines, break it only after the double slashes or a single slash; do not introduce a hyphen - at the break or allow your word processing program to. If possible, give the complete address, including http, for the specific work you are citing.
11. If you cannot find some of this information, cite what is available.

Works Only on the Web

Works on the Web, Cited with Print Publication Data

Works on the Web, Cited with Publication Data for A Medium Besides Print

A Scholarly Journal Article